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Abstract 
Anshel, I.L., A Freiheitssatz for a class of two-relator groups, Journal of Pure and Applied 
Algebra 72 (1991) 207-250. 
The Bass-Serre theory of graphs of groups is applied to obtain a Freiheitssatz for groups with 
two defining relators generalizing the classical theorem of W. Magnus. Applications of the main 
theorem to questions of torsion, the word problem, center, and cohomological dimension are 
obtained. Examples of various two-relator groups are given in order to demonstrate the nature 
of their behavior. 
1. Introduction 
In 1931, Magnus proved one of the fundamental theorems in combinatorial 
group theory, the Freiheitssatz for groups with a single defining relator. It states 
that if the group G is given by the presentation 
G=(t,xl,...,x,Ir) (1.1) 
where the relator r is reduced and cyclically reduced and involves the generator E, 
then the map induced by inclusion of generators 
(X,,...J,l->+G 
is manic. Though the motivation for studying groups with a single defining relator 
arose in part from the study of two-dimensional manifolds. the Magnus approach 
is entirely algebraic and combinatorial. The methods Magnus developzd in the 
course of analyzing one-relator groups have led to a tremendously powerful 
theory. While I shall not attempt to recount the many publications of Magnus’ 
method, I do refer the reader to the texts [5,8] and the survey [4]. 
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We now propose to investigate the structure of the tw+relator group 
G= (w,Ab, s> (l-2) 
where A=(a,,..., a,},andtherelatorsp,qE(s,t,A]-)-(A]-).Theexist- 
ence of groups of the form of (1.2) where the subgroup of G generated by A ic: 
not free (see Section 2) demonstrates that the behavior of groups with two 
defining relators lacks the rigidity of the one-relator case. The nature of these 
examples leads one to a notion of the relators being independent relative to the 
generators {s, t} (in a highly noncommutative sense). With this concept de- 
veloped we shall prove our Freiheitssatz for the group (1.2) which states that if 
the relators p, 4 are independent relative to the generators {s, t}, then the 
homomorphism induced by inclusion of generators 
is manic. 
Our proof is entirely in the spirit of Magnus’ original approach to the 
one-relator group with the addition of one new element: the theory of graphs of 
groups. In brief we shall consider NG‘, the normal subgroup of G generated by A, 
and by applying the Reidermeister-Schreier method obtain a presentation for 
NG. From this presentation we shall construct a graph of groups and a homo- 
morphism from a quotient of N, onto the fundamental group of a graph of 
groups. We are then reduced to demonstrating the free group based on A embeds 
in the fundamental group of the graph of groups, and this is deduced by analyzing 
the structure of the vertex groups (which turn out to be generalized free products 
of two one-relator groups). 
Perhaps the most important application of the Magnus method lies in the 
solutions of the word problem for groups with a single defining relator (see [7] or 
[8]). In addition the method allows one to investigate a wide variety of other 
questions about one-relator groups; for example when does a one-relator group 
have torsion, a center and so on. Our method does allow one to investigate some 
of the analogous questions and to deduce the analogous results for two-relator 
groups provided the relators are independent and one further restriction (see 
Section 5) is imposed. 
In the course of proving our main theorem and deducing the various applica- 
tions the basic structure theory of graphs of groups is utilized. The reader is of 
course referred to [lG] for complete details, but in the Appendix a brief review of 
the subject is given. The various technical results we require are stated in the 
form used and derived, and an analysis of the word problem for the fundamental 
group of a graph of groups is given. We conclude our final section with a 
comparison of the classical one-relator methods and the two-relator methods 
developed here. The aim of this comparison is to demonstrate that the two-relator 
methods are in many 
aim by detailing bolh 
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respects parallel to the Magnus methods. We achieve our 
of the methods in explicit examples. 
Notation. If G is a group and S and is a subset of G, we shall write 
(S) 
for the subgroup of G generated by S, and 
(s),=( u &-1) 
g’=G 
for the normal subgroup of G generated by S. In general given a nonempty set X, 
we shall denote the free group based on X by 
(Xl-) - 
2. Preliminary examples and statements of the main theorem 
In order to obtain a view of the complications that arise in two-relator groups, 
we begin with some simple examples which demonstrate that a Freiheitssatz, 
without a more refined hypothesis than those in Magnus’ theorem, does not hold. 
Consider the group 
G, = (a, s, t]a%&-‘, u~wu~w-~) 
where 
WE 6, +) (1) and ar,&y,SEZ-{O}. 
Observe that in G,, (a) is not in general free; in fact 
(2.1) 
U 
@S-h = 1. 
This is seen as follows; we have by dekition, 
-! 
au = wu-@w , 
-I 
uy= wu-6w , 
which imply 
a a6 = wa-P~w-l , ayp = bvu-@sw- ’ 
and thus, 
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a 0s = aYp i.e. a a&-PY = . 1. 
Intuitively the defining relators of G, are identical with rec?ect to their involve- 
ment of the generators {s, t}. As we shall see it is the concept of relators being 
independent relative to the generators {s, t}, that must be formalized. 
A somewhat more involved example is given by 
G, = (a, s, tl aQw2aPwv2, ayw3aswm3) (2.2) 
where again 
WE tS,d-_)--{l} and a,p,y,SEZ-(0). 
Here we shall show 
a 
a%‘+y$g _ 
-1. 
This is derived as follows: the relators 
an = ~~2a-pw-2 ,
imply the identities 
w4aaw-4 = w6a-Pw-6, 
w2auw 
-2 = w4ampwm4, 
w3aywm4 = w6g2-sw-6 i 
which imply 
Thus 
w4adiw -4 = w3aYsw-3 
, 
w4a-Pw-4 = W=aaW-* * 
3 -ybZ 
wa w 
-3 = w2a”2sw-2 , 
which implies 
wa-YB”w-l = ,a% _ 
Remark that the defining relators of G, 
aQ = w2a-Pw-2 , 
imply the identities 
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a 
-Z -my = &YPW ) a -ay = w3aosw-3 
and thus we arrive at the identity 
)v11%J -I 76 = a . 
Combining the identities 
wa-YP$& ! = ,a26 , wa”“w -I= VP a 
we obtain the desired conclusion, 
&% 2 =u 
-v2@5 
This second example demonstrates that the subwords of the relators which involve 
{s, r} must be ‘distinct’ (in a heuristic sense). 
We now focus our attention on the general presentation 
G=(s,t,A(p,q)=FW 
where 
A={q,...,a,,}, F= (s, t, A(-) 
and 
the normal subgroup of F generated by 
projection from F onto G by 
}. Let us again denote the natural 
Following Magnus’ model we begin our investigation by considering 
N= 0, PY dF 
and 
NG = N/U = (A,), . 
Let W be d minimal Schreier coset representative system for FIN ( z G/N,). 
By definition this means W c F is a set of coset representatives for FIN satisfying 
the following special properties: 
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(1) 1EW. 
(2) W is closed with respect to taking left initial segments, i.e. if w E W is 
expressed as a reduced word in F, then every left initial segment of w is contained 
in W. 
(3) For each w E W, w has shortest length in the coset it represents, i.e. for all 
z E wN we have /zIr jtvi. 
For the existence of such a W, see [S, p. 931. Observe that for any such W, 
necessarily 
For suppose some q E A oes appear in some w E W. Expressing w as a reduced 
word in F, we have that it’ is of the form 
where no cancellation occurs in the expressions w,~~~‘w,. Since ai E N, 
wN = w,a,?‘w,N = w,Na,T’Nw,N = w,w,N , 
and thus w1 w2 E wN. But 
lw,w,l < 1’4 7 
(~w,rv,~ dextes the re--+ , ,.+!I of K’~IV~ is t!re free group F) contradicting the 
minimality condition ((3) above) W satisfies. 
With our choice of coset representatives W c (s, t I-) now fixed, we have for 
each z E F the decomposition 
2 = a(z)T 
where C(Z) E N and Z E W. We can now define the key concept in our theorem. 
Definition 2.1. The relators p and q are termed independent relative to {s, t} if, 
for some choice of minimal Schreier coset representative system as above, the 
following conditions hold: 
(a) The relators are given in the form 
Ci,djE (A]-) v(l) 7 xiY Yj E ts, tl-) - fl} 7 
Tfl fori=l,... ,k andyifl forj=l,..., h. 
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(Remark that h, k 2 2 is implied by this. since k = I would imply 1 = G = 
qz 1.) 
(b) Set 
PC{----- XI’X,X~ ,..., X,” ‘Xk = I}, 
_- 
Q={Y,~Y,Y,,...,Y,...Y,=~} 9 
R=PuQcW. 
Then 
(0 f%&.Q ~9% 
(ii) R n R-’ = {l}, and the map (R-{l}l--)+FINis manic. 
We can now state our main theorem. 
Theorem 2.2. Let G = (s, I, A 1 p, 9) be as i:r (1.2). As.wwe the relators p and 9 
are indepebldent relative to {s, t}. Then the nutural mapping 
(Al-)-+G 
is manic. 
Observe first that in the group G, of (2.11, 
P=Q={l,w}, 
violating hypothesis (b)(i). Further in the group G2 of (2.2) we have that FIN is 
free on {s, t} 7 and 
R = (1, w’), w’> , 
violating hypothesis (b)(ii). H ence our hypothesis immediately eliminates our 
negative examples. 
Obtaining examples of groups where the theorem applies depends mainly on 
being able to verify hypothesis (bj(ii) in the group GIN,. The case of GIN, 
being free on {s, t} is the easiest to compute in; consider for example the group 
G, = (A, s, tl c,[s, t]CJt, s], C,[s’), t]C,[r, s’]) (2.3) 
where Cj E (A I -) - (1) and (in general) [x, y] = xyx-‘y-’ denotes the com- 
mutator. To verify the hypotheses of our theorem in this case notice that indeed 
G,ING7 is free on {s t}, and that 
R - (1) = {[s, t], [s”, t]} 
is a subset of a free basis of the commutator subgroup of the free group on {s. t}. 
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In the case GIN, is a one-relator group we may apply Magnus’ theorem to 
verify the hypotheses of our theorem; consider for example the group 
G, = (A, s, tl C,sts-'C,st-'s-l, C3s3t2s-3C,fsts-') (2.4) 
where again Cj E (A 1-j - (1). Here 
and thus appiying the Magnus method we obtain that the restriction of the 
composite map 
( sts-I, s’r’s-” I- > + WYiJ 
is manic. 
Our Last example is given by 
G, = (A, s, t 1 C,xC2x- Is”, c,yC,y- ‘t*) (2.5) 
where CiE (A]-)-(l) and 
Here 
x = [ST t] , y = [s’, t] . 
G,IIQ~ (s, tl s3, t2) = PSL,(Z) . 
By applying the Reidermeister-Schreier method of PSL,(E) we find (see [5, S]) 
that 
R - (1) = 1x3 y) 
is a subset of a free basis for the commutator subgroup of PSL,(Z), and we have 
verified our hypotheses for G5. 
For applications of our theorem (e.g. questions of torsion) see Section 5. 
3. Construction of the graph of groups 
Recall that 
F=(s,t,A(-) 
and 
G = (~7 t, A( p, s) 
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where A={a,,.. . , a,}. For the present we make no further assumptions. in 
order to investigate the structure of ( AG) I G, we begin by obtaining a 
presentation for its inverse image N = (A, p, q)F in F. As before we choose 
‘IV C (s, II -) a minimal Schreier coset representative system for FIN (see Section 
2),and we have for z E F 
z = a(z)? 
where a(z) E N, and Z E W. In our calcuiations we shall use the following 
properties of O-. For all z, zl, . . . , z, E F we have 
(i) o(z, . * * Z”) =o(q)cT(~z~)“‘~(z, ..*zn-,zn), 
(ii) a(qz-‘) = a(z,Z-If)-’ . 
(34 
To verify (3.1) observe first that F = Tz,. (In fact since N is normal in F, we 
have in addition??, = Zfl, a property we shall use later.) Property (3.1)(i) now 
follows from the identity 
zzl = U(Z)if, = u(z)u(Tz,)-El = a(t)u(rz,)zz, . 
Property (3.l)(ii) follows by applying (i) to product z = zz; ‘z, : 
u(z) = u(z)u(zz;‘)u(zz;‘z,) . 
Applying the Reidermeister-Schreier method (see [5] or [8]), we find that N is 
freely generated by the nontrivial elements in the family 
u(w), u(wt), u(wa,), . . . , u(wu,) (w E W) . (3.2) 
Note that 
u(wc) = wcw-I (3.3) 
for w E W, and c E N, since 
ca(wc) = wc(iE)-’ and WC = W = w . 
The generators L+ are contained in N by definition, and thus we have 
u(wu;) = wqw-’ (i = 1,. . . , n) . 
For x E W, put A, = xAx-’ and for XG W, put 
A,= IJ A,= IJ xAx-‘. 
XEX XEX 
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Thus in particular, 
A,p{u(wa,)li=l,..., n,wEW). 
Letting S denote 
s = (a(ws), u(wt)f w E w> - (1) , 
we now have (in this notation) that 
N=(&&+-), 
the free group based on S U A ,y. By definition 
NC = Nil.‘= Nl(p. tj&, 
and thus in order to obtaia a presentation for NG we need only find normal 
generators for U as a subgroup of N, i.e. express { ,P, q) F as the normal closure of 
some subset of N. For z E F 
zpz-’ = a(z)zy~-‘a(2)-’ 
and similarly for zqz- I. Thus 
= (zpz-‘, zqz-‘IzE F) 
= (wpw-I, wqw-‘1 w E W), , 
and we have the following presentaticn of NG: 
NG = (S, A, 1 wpw-I, wqw-’ (w E W)) 
Ccnsider next 
M = W, and MG=(SG)NG. 
Observe that we may identify The quotient 
T=NIM 
with 
(A&) 7 
and we tt- *e the commutative diagram 
Denoting the imazes of rs*pw- ’ and q(ir)v- 1 by. respectively 
? 
PM - wpw-’ mod A4 , 
(I,,. = wqw -‘mod&f, 
we obtr;in the foliowing presentation f.)r T,: 
It is our aim to map the group TG nontrivially to a group Bose structure is 
known (e.g. a fundamental group of e graph of groups) end then deduce the 
freeness of ( AG) . 
In order to understand the presentation of T, given in (3.4) we must analyse 
the defining relations in detail. We begin with the following lemma: 
Lemma3.1. Fora:lwEWandxE!s,ri-)-{l} wehavethat 
a(wx)E (S) . 
Proof. We argue by induction on the length of X, denoted 1x1. The case of 1x1-- 1 
follows from the definition of S, and the formula (3.1)(n) 
u(wY’) = u(wx-!x)- * . 
If 1x1> 1, then x may be expressed in the form x = yz where lyl,jz[ -=c 1x1. Here 
applying (3.l)(ii) and the fact that w = i7, 
u(Wx) = a(W)a(WJ’)U(~Z) = U(VJJ')U(@Z) , 
our lemma now follows by induction. Cl 
We now prove a translation of structure lemma, which- is the key fgr our 
construction. Recalling the notation of Definition 2. I, we compute the defining 
relators p,,, and q,, explicitly. 
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Lemma 3.2. For w E W we have that 
wpw-‘E(Az,SI =-), 
wqw-’ E (A,,, Sl-> . 
Therefore, in T = N/(S),= (A,I-) we have 
Proof. Recall that 
wherexiE(s,t),YiZ1, andciE(A)-{l},fori=l....,k. Moreover, 
Thus for w E W, wpw-1 E N, 
wpw-’ = a(wpw_‘) = a(wqq * * ‘xkckw-l). 
Applying (3.1)(i) we obtain 
wpw-’ = a(w)a(ik,)o(wx,c,) ’ * * a(wx, . - * C;_$;) 
. t7( WXIC, . . * X$;) * * ’ (+(wx,c, . . ‘x&Lw-1). 
Claim. wpw-I E (AZ, S I-). 
Proof. For eachi=l,...,k we have qEN, and so 
wx,c, ’ * - xi = WXIC, * - - xici = yi) 
where xtij = x, - . -xi. Thus upon applying (3.3) we obtain 
U(WX,CI * - - xici) = (wx,i,)ci(~)-’ E t AG I -> ’ 
Recalling Definition 2.1 we have that 
(3.5) 
p = (X(,), * * - 7 X(k)) 
and thus 
wxc;, EwP . 
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We conclude that 
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+%CI . ..qc.)E (A+) 
where again 
A;;-, = xlp(E)A(m)-’ . 
By applying Lemma 3.1 we obtain the inclusion 
4WVI * - - Ci_,Xi) = cr(iqJ E (s} 
and similarly 
a(w) = 1 , O(WXIC, -. .XkCkd) = a(wx(,)w-‘) E cs> . 
Combining the above data we deduce our claim. 
It is clear that a similar computation may be executed for wqw-‘. Since by 
definition we have p, = wpw-I mod (S),, it follows from (3.5j and the above 
calculations that 
P, = 4w+)c .,)... “(wx(i,C;) - - - 4wx(,,c,)E k+). (3.6), 
Similarly we have 
9, = ~wY~,,c,). . * u(W.Y~i,Ci). . * u(wY~,,c,) E (A= I-) + (3-q 
(Recall that here we are using the identification 
N/(S),= (-%&1-)/(S),= (&I-) .) 0 
We now invoke the first part of the hypothesis of Theorem 2.2 
Lemma 3.3. Assume that the following conditions hold: 
(a) PZQ, QZP, 
(b) q#l,yi#l fori=l,..., kandj=l,..., h. 
Then we have that 
(i) The expressions (3.6), and (3.6), for p,, q, are reduced and cyclically 
reduced wor& relative to the gent /‘rztors A,, and AZ, respectively. 
(ii) For w E W, the nattiral homomorphisms 
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are manic, and hence 
Consequently, the canonical homomorphism induced by inclusion of generators 
Proof. (i) Recall our computation of pw, 
P, = 4WX(,)C,) * di=&) E (4~ 
where again 
a(=&) E (Ai+l-) * 
To see (3.6), is a reduced word in T = (A w I -) , we must recall that if u, u E W 
with u Z u, then 
A/IA,=& 
~ - 
Now by hypothesis q # 1, and hence wx+ 1r # wxfiJ which by the above comment 
allows us to deduce that there can be no cancellation between 
In addition notice that since C, is a reduced acd nontrivial word in the free group 
(A I-) the subword of (3.6),, 
is a reduced nontrivial word in the free group 
We may thus conclude our formula (3.6),, we then conclude that pw is a reduced 
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word. Similarly, since G = 1, and G = q f 1, we have that p,,, is cyclically 
reduced. 
(ii) Since both (3.6), and (3.6), are reduced and cyclically reduced relative to 
A= and A= respectively, we may apply Magnus’ theorem to the one-relator 
groups 
NZI PJ and ki“l4” > * 
Thus to show ip is injective we need only demonstrate (3.6), involves a 
generator from A= not belonging to Aznq. By hypothesis PZQ, and thus for 
some i, xci) $Z Q. This implies q $&$. Now u(Ei$ci) E ( A5 I-) appears in 
(3.6),, and 
AiiG$A~=0* 
So indeed, (3.6), involves a generator from A= not belonging to AZ”%, and 
we have shown ip is manic. When w = 1, 1 E P n Q, hence A, C A pnp and our 
lemma is proved. Cl 
Recall that R denotes the union P U Q. 
Definition 3.4. For w E W define the group 
and for w, w’ E W distinct, define 
qw, w’) = (A;;7in;;;iiI-) .
Let 
a( w.w,‘) : qw w’)+ S(w) 
denote the homomorphism induced by inclusion of generators. 
In order for (3.4) to define a graph of groups (on the complete graph with 
vertex set W), we need the condition 
9 ,* ‘,,(“] : qw, w’) 3 %(w) is manic for w # w’ in it’ . (3.8) 
(Condition (3.8) will be verified in Lemma 4.2 below.) Assuming (3.8) holds, we 
obtain from Dehnition 3.4 a graph of groups denoted (59, P) where Pdenotes the 
complete graph based on otir coset representative system W (i.e. the set of 
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vertices of r is W, the set of edges of r is W X W and the terminal vertex of the 
edge (wi, w2) is just w2). The vertex groups of (9, r) have been analyzed in 
Lemma 3.3. The hypotheses of Theorem 2.2 are designed to secure condition 
(3.8). We shall now reduce our main theorem (Theorem 2.2) to this verification. 
Proposition 3.5. Assume the following conditions hold: 
(a) 5t;,#l,~#lfori=l,..., kandj=l,..., h,((2.l)(a)). 
09 Q%, QZP ((2WW)). 
(c) RnR-‘={l} and (R-{l]I-)+FINis manic ((2.l)(b)(ii)). 
(d) %(w, w’)+ g(w) is manic for all w, w’ in W distinct (condition (3.8)). 
Then the natural mapping 
is manic. 
Proof. As we observed before, the assumption of (3.8) allows us to consider the 
graph of groups (%I, r) where again F denotes the complete graph based on the 
set W. In order to make some use of (3, r) we begin by choosing a maximal 
subtree which suits out needs. Consider the subgraph of r spanned by the edges 
A={(iG,w)(wEW,rER-(1)). (3.9) 
Identifying W with FIN we have that A is the generalized Cayley graph of 
acting by right multiplication by its image in FIN. By choosing a minimal (left) 
Schreier coset representative system 
for (R - {I}) in FIN, it can be shown A is the disjoint union, indexed by W,, of 
copies of the ordinary Cayley graph of the group (R - { 1)) relative to its free 
basis R - {l}. This proves A is in fact a forest. Let A be the union 
A= U (1,z)UA. 
SW, 
It is clear that A is a (rooted) tree which contains all the vertices of r, and thus A 
is in fact a maximal tree of f (for complete details see [l]). We record our 
observations in a lemma. 
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Lemma 3.6. The graph A of (3.9) is a forest arzd is cotttained irt a mzximnl s&tree 
of r (denoted A). Cl 
With the maximal subtree A now fixed we next consider the group 
q(% r, A) * 
Our first move is to define a homomorphism 
T= (A&)+ q(%, F. A) 
which induces a nontrivial homomorphism 
TG = (A, 1 pw, q,,. (w E W> --j qW C 4 - 
Recall from the Bass-Serre theory (see the Appendix) that the natural homomor- 
phisms 
are injective for all w E W. Since 1 
consider the composite set map 
(3.10) 
E f? WC have that w E a, and we may thus 
{A,,}+ S(w)+ q(% r, -A). 
These functions induce a well-defined mapping on the disjoint union 
4: u R,,,-,q(%,CA). 
LVEW 
Now suppose we have that w E vR with w # v. In this situation we may also 
consider the composite set map 
{A,}-, s(v)+ q(% r, A). (3.12) 
We claim that the functions 
and thus 
wEwRnr;R. 
This implies 
(3.10) and (3.11) are identical. For suppose w E vR, 
I. L . Ai~~lwl 
Recalling the fundamental properties of the fundamental group n,(% I’, A) (see 
(A.8) for the details) we obtain the commutative diagram 
‘conjugate 
by (Y 4’ 
But notice that since w E 2, there is some YE R, r # 1 such that E = w and thus 
(w, u) = (uy, u) . 
Thus by our cunning choice of maximal trees (~7, ~7) E A C A, and in the gbove 
diagram ‘conjugation by (IV, u)’ becomes trivial (see (‘49)). This leaves us with 
the commutative diagram 
Thus the restriction 4 1 A,,. is also given by 
which was to be proved. Denoting the unique extension of 4 to the free group 
again by 4, 
4: 
we now claim that 4 induces a homomorphism on the quotient group 
{A,,.}-+ WJ)* q(% f, A) 
i.e. that C#I( p,,.) = c,!I( q,,,) = 1 for all w E W. This follows from the fact that 4 J AnR 
is the composite 
and S(W) = ( AZ 1 p,,., s,,.). Letting c#+; denote the homomorphism on T,; in- 
duced by C$ we have 
N --+T 
Consider now the natural homomorphism from %(Iv) to T,;. 
making the following diagram commute: 
Since &,, is manic (set (3.9)). we have that t?,, is manic. Now recall from Lemma 
3.3 that 
WI-)-,W) 
is manic. This implies the composite 
is manic. !Ve complete our argument by considering the commutative diqram 
We deduce that the composite 
is manic. But then so is the homomorphism 
(AI-) = (A,I-)+4&-G 
of the proposition, which completes the proof. El 
Remark. The construction above actually produces a homomorphism 
the fundamental group of the tree of groups. n order to derive applications of our 
theorem we shall require the following lemma, which, with the above notation in 
place will follow quite easily. 
Lemma 3.7. Let G = (s, t, A 1 p, q) where the z!stors p, q are independent 
relative to {s, t}. Then 
TG = Q6 A) 
Proof. In the course of the proof of Proposition 3.5, we constructed a homo- 
morphism 
Notice that we could have, in just the same manner, defined 
Once we demonstrate that these groups have identical generating sets, we will 
automatically have that their defining relators are identical by considering the 
definition of the fundamental groups of a graph of groups in the case the graph is 
a tree. 
The generating set for n,(%, A) is by definition the union of the generating sets 
of the vertex groups with identifications between them made according to the 
edge groups. By definition the edge groups are of the form 
thus if two generators are identified by an edge, they are in fact the same in TG. 
We are thus reduced to showing that given two vertex groups 3?(w) and ‘3(u) with 
generators in common, these generators are identified in rr,(%, A). Recalling 
again that 
g(w) = (A, 1 P,,, q,v) 7 %4 = ikih 4,) 1 
we suppose 
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This implies 
i.e. for some rl, r2 E R 
(3.13) 
NOW 
wRnz= w(Rnw-‘vR), 
and by (3.13) 
-- 
-1 w-b = r1r7 
(here we are implicitly using the fact that given x, y in F, 5 = Xy = q). 
Combining this with Lemma 4.1, we obtain 
wR n vR = w(R n ~Ir;lR) 
={wr,}={q}. 
We thus obtain a triangle of groups. 
Notice that the edges 
are in A, and again by applying Lemma 4.1, we obtain the equalities. 
Hence the edge groups S(w, EQ and %(q, u) are given by 
%(w,wr,)= (A&) = (A&) = s(vr,d). 
We obtain the following diagram thus from the basic properties of fundamental 
groups (see the Appendix): 
In terms of generators we have demonstrated that the generators A,, of s(w) are 
identified with the generators A,, of s(w) in rr,(%, A) via the edge (w, WyI), 
and similarly the generators A,, of 5!?(q) are identified with the generators A,, 
of S(V). This completes the argument. 0 
4. The main kmma 
Our efforts in Section 3 have reduced the proof of our main theorem to the 
verihcation of the condition 
9 ,,,.,,, *I: %(w, w’)* s(w) is manic for w # w’ in W . (3-S) 
The proof given here shall invoke hypothesis (b)(ii) of Definition 2.1, but in fact 
were one able to prove Yoposition 3.5 without this hypothesis, it would still be 
possible to verify (3.8) under some additional hypothesis. We begin with a 
technical lemma. 
Lemma 4.1. Amrme the defining relators p, q are independent relative to {s, t}. 
For z E W. 
0) Rn‘a= R 1 
0 if z@PR-' , 
ifz=l, 
{r_} ifz=rZr-‘,r:,rER, 
(ii) (PR-‘neR-‘)=(PnQ)R-‘. 
Proof. (i) In the proof of this lemma we shall use the following properties of our 
minimal Schreier coset representative system which were employed in the proof 
of Proposition 3.5. For the sake of clarity recall that the normality of N implies 
that for all x, y E F 
-- 
%=Xy=q and (X)-‘=x-l. 
‘29 
The fact that the representative of the trivial coset of i implies that 
-- 
ifs=?. thenxy-’ = 1. 
Finally we shall require the following fact (again valid because N is normal): 
if-==, thenT=;. 
Now turning to the proof of Lemma 4.1, clearly we need only consider the case of 
ZERKI--(1). i.e. z = r,r -’ with 7 # 1. Thus we must show that 
1) = r2r-‘rz (W 
for some 5 E R. Recalling that i = 1 (since W is a Schreier system), we obtain the 
identity 
ur,‘rr,’ = 1. (4.2) 
Recall now our hypothesis 
RnR-l=(l) and (R-{l}[-)+FINismonic 
(the above map is induced by the restriction of the identification of W with FIN). 
Thus u+r;’ = 1 in (R - {l} I-). Since z = 7 # 1 we must have cancellation 
coming from Y, = r and we conclude u = r_. 
(ii) Suppose there exists z E (PR-’ fl s) -(P fl Q)R-‘. Then 
z=z,r,l=r,r,‘Zl 
where 
‘r . rq E R , z,EP-Q and z,EQ-P. 
and hence 
Here we obtain the identity 
zi’z,,rF’rq = 1 , 
so again z~‘zPrplTg = 1 in (R {;)I-).Sincez,#r,wemusthavez,=r,and 
rP =rq. El 
\Ve are now in a position to verify (3.8). 
Lemma 4.2. Assume the defining relators p and q are independent relative to the 
generators (s, t> . Then for all w, w ’ in W, distinct, the map induced by imlusion of 
generators, 
cqw, w’)- 59(w) 1 
is manic. 
Proof. In the proof of this lemma we shall again use the properties of our minimal 
Schreier coset representative system which were remarked upon in the proof of 
Lemma 4.1. Recall from Lemma 3.3 that the group s(w) decomposes into the 
generalized free product 
and recall that 
Now by Lemma 4.1(i), if z E W- {l}, 
Pg% and Qg%. 
In particular with z = w-‘w’, we obtain 
Pg w-‘w’i? and Q g w-‘w’R (4.3) 
and hence 
-- 
wpg w’P and wQg w'R . 
3y Lemma 3.3(i) we have that P,~ and q, are reduced and cyclically reduced 
words relative to the generating sets A= and A,, respectively. Combking 
formula (3.7) and (4.3) above, we obtain that p, involves a generator in A= not 
contained in A=. Thus we may again apply Magnus’ theorem to deduce that 
(A,G+b+(Al,plPJ (44 
is manic. Similarly we have that 
(3.5) 
is manic. Thus if either intersection 
is empty by (4.4) or (4.5) respectively, our lemma is proved. We may thus assume 
both these intersections are nonempty. Applying the properties of our representa- 
tive system (i.e. the fact N is normal). we obtain 
W’E WPR-’ n w R- * = w(PR-’ n QR-‘) 
=-i(Pn Q)R-’ 
by Lemma 4.l(ii). Explicitly this means 
-- 
w-lw’ = yr -’ (y)EPnQ, rER). 
But now consider the intersection in question, 
anw’R= w(R 9 w-‘w’R). 
Applying Lemma 4.1(i) we have that 
(Rnw-‘w’R)= rlyr-‘R=(y}, 
and thus 
wRr$??= {wy}Cw(PnQ). 
This then implies (somewhat remarkably in the author’s opinion) that 
%(w, w’)= (A;;~i,g+) = (A,/-% (AZ,+) (4.4) 
is manic. The latter group in (4.6) is exactly the amalgamated subgroup in the 
generalized free product decomposition of +9(w) (cf. Lemma 3.3(b)(ii)), and thus 
it injects into s(w) iompleting our proof. Cl 
5. Applications 
We sha’! henceforth .dssume that our two-relator group 
G=(s,t,Alp,q) 
satisfies 
(5.1) 
Our aim is to derive consequences of the main theorem which are analogous to 
those derived from Magnus’ theorem. 
Consider now the condition (5.1). Notice that our minimal coset representative 
system W of F mod N is just 
W= (s, tl-) , 
and thus given an elem&nt z E (s, ?I-) 5 (s, t, A I-) = F, 
In particular for each IV E W we have 
a(ws) = ws(iE)- l = 1 , a(wt) = w(z)- = 1 . 
In our previous notation (see (3.4)), 
N, = To . 
This observation in conjunction with Lemma 3.7 and some of the applications of 
Magnus’ theorem will give us our applications. 
We now recall some of the consequences of Magnus’ theorem. 
Theorem 5.1. Let G = (xi, . . . , x,~ 1 r) be a one-relator group where the relator r is 
a reduced and cyclically-reduced word in the free group based on {x, , . . . , x,,}. 
(a) (Magnus) The word problem for G is solvable. In fact more generally given 
a proper subset S of the generator {x, . . . , x,,}, we may decide if an element of G 
is in the subgroup generated by S, and if it is we may express it as a word in S. 
(b) (Marasugi) If n L 3, then G has trivial center. 
(c) (Karass, Solitar) The group G has elements of finite order if and only if the 
relator r is a proper power, i.e. r = sk where k # 1. 
(d) (Lyndon) Zf G is torsion free, the cohomological dimension of G is less than 
or equal to two. 
Proof. For (a) and (c) see [8], for (b) see [9], and for (cl) see 121. 0 
The above results in conjunction with Proposition A.6 and Lemma 3.7 now 
yield our applications. 
Theorem 5.2. Let G = (s, t. A 1 p, (a) where the relators p. q are independent 
relative to the generators (s. t> . Assume 
G/N,;= (s. tl-) . (5.1) 
The following hold: 
(a) G has solvable word problem. 
(b) If card(A) 2 2, then G has trivial center. In the case card(A) = 1, if either 
card(F) or card(Q) 13, ther: G has trivial center (here P and Q are as in 
Definition 2.1) . 
(c) The group G is torsion free if and only if neither qf the relators p. q are 
proper powers. 
(d) If G is torsion free (see (c) above), then the cohomological dimension of G is 
less than or equal to three. 
Proof. By hypothesis (5.1) G is in fact the semi-direct product of the free group 
on {s, t} acting on N,; = (A,;),;. From Lemma 3.7 we have that 
and thus 
G= q(% A) >Q (s, tl-> . (5.2) 
Remark that this isomorphism is computable (recall that given by z E F. z = 
a(z)?: o(z) E NC; may be computed in the manner Lemma 3.2 was derived. and 2 
is clearly computable). With this remark i=adc -6e now turn to the various claims. 
(By hypothesis (5.1) we may omit the bar notation rC for ~1 E (s. t ( -).) 
(a) From the decomposition (5.2) above it is clear that we need only solve the 
word problem for the fundamental group m1 (3, A). Since V, (3. A) is isomorphic 
to the fundamental group ~~(59, A, PO) we need only show this isomorphism is 
effectively computable, and then solve the word problem for the latter group. 
Choosing P,, to be the identity element we begin by identifying a choice of il 
explicitly (which we keep fixed throughout the argument). Let 
W, c FIN 
be a minimal (left) Schreier coset representative system for (R - 1) in F/P.’ (this 
can be effectively computed, see [S]). With ‘Yv, fixed we may now take A to be the 
union 
A= U (l,t)UA, 
:fZW, 
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where A is as in Section 3 (see (3.9)). Notice that if w is a vertex of A, there is a 
unique path connecting PO to w which can be effectively computed as follows. 
Express w in the form 
w = iisp( w) 
where 3 E W,, and p(w) E (R - (1)) (this can be done by applying the solution 
to the generalized word problem for the free group FIN, see [5]). Suppose p(w) 
takes the form p(w) = ri, - - - rik where ri, E R - {l}, we have that w and PO are 
connected by the path in A 
For reference, let y,,. denote the product of the edges in the above path thought of 
as an element in F(%. A) (see the Appendix for the pertinent definition). The 
isomorphism between rrr ($4, A) and n, (%, A, PO) is then given as follows: given 
a,,. E A= C $2(w) where w E W, we map a,,, to the element 
in r,(B, A, PO) (it should be remarked that the image of a,,. is independent of the 
vertex group containing it, since A is a tree and thus the mapping is well defined). 
We are thus reduced to solving the word problem for the group r,(%, A, PO) 
which is, by Proposition A.6(a) in the Appendix, equivalent to deciding the 
following problems: 
(i) The word problem for %( 1). 
(ii) Given an element in s(w) whether or not it is in the image of %(e) in s(w) 
where e is an edge terminating in w (i.e. s(e)‘), and if it is we may effectively 
express the element of C!?(w) in the generators g(e)‘. 
(iii) Whether or not two edges in A are distinct or not. 
In order to decide the above problems we begin by recalling the decomposition 
for the vertex groups given in Lemma 3.3, 
(3.7) 
Recalling that the relators p,” and q,,, are reduced and cyclically-reduced words in 
the tree groups ( A ,,+, I-) respectively (A H,P I-) (see Lemma 3.3) we may apply 
Theorem 5.1(a) to the grotips 
Thus we may decide giver -n element in 
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( A ,cP I P,,, > 
whether or not it ic in 
and if it is we may express it as an element in (A ,vP,-,n.Q I-) (and similarly for an 
element in ( A ,,.Q 1 (I,,,} ). Since the word problem for the group ( A ,,+ 1 p,,. ) is 
solvable we may apply Lemma A.5 to deduce that the word problem for %2(w) is 
solvable. Further we can decide given an element in 
whether it is in (A ,,+, 1 p,,.) or in (A ,,.y 1 p,,,) and if it is, express it as a word in 
( A ,,+ 1 p,,) respectively (A n,p Ip,,,). In particular (i) is verified. Turning to (ii), 
suppose u is a vertex and (w, IJ) is an edge of A. Since K is a finite set and the 
word problem for the free group on {s, t} is solvable (see [5]) we may check to 
-de if there exists some r E R, r # 1 such that 
w=ur or u=wr. 
If neither equality holds the edge group 
qw, u) = 1, 
by definition, and in this case the condition (ii) reduces to the word problem for 
this group 9?(u) which has already been demonstrated to be decidable. Thus 
assume for our first case w = UT. In this case applying Lemma 4.1 we obtain 
%w, 4= (A.,mutsI-) = (A,+). 
The element r must be by definition contained in either P or Q, and we can 
decide which inclusions hold by again using the solution to the word problem for 
the free group (of course both inclusions may hold). Now we invoke (3.7), 
(3.7) 
Suppose Y is contained in P (the argument for Y contained in Q is identical). By 
our previous arguments we can decide, given an element contained in g(u), 
whether or not it is contained in the group (A,,, ( p,), and if it is express the 
element in the generators of this subgroup. Further, since the relator p, is a 
reduced and cyclically-reduced element of (A,,, I ->, we may apply Theorem 
5.1(a) to decide, given an element in (A,,/ p,.), whether or not it is contained in 
( A L,T I-) , and if it is we may express the element in the generators of (A L,T I-). 
We therefore conclude (ii) in this case. The case of u = IYT is much the same: we 
have that 
%w* 4 = ( A ,r.R”wrR I-) 
= bL,l-) = b%k-) - 
As in the first case, the generalized word problem for (A,, 1 p,) in S(V) is 
solvable, and again by Theorem 5.1(a) we can decide if an element in (A,, 1 p,) 
is in (A, I-) and if so express it in the generators A,. Thus (ii) is demonstrated 
in both cases. Finally condition (iii) is equivalent to the word problem for the free 
group on {s, r} being solvable, which has already been noted. 
(b) From the semi-direct product decomposition of G it is clear any central 
element would lie in NG and we are thus reduced to demonstrating that NG is 
centerless. Suppose card A 12. Recalling that the edge groups of (3, A) are of 
the form 
when card A 2 2, the edge groups are free of rank greater th;n or equal to two 
and hence have trivial center (SE: [S]). Thus by Proposition A:i(2) the cen:sr of 
n, (3, -4) is trivial. In the case card A = 1 we claim the vertex grc ups of (33, A) are 
trivial which then implies by the same proposition that the center of n,(%, A) is 
trivial. Recall here that 
(3.7) 
By Lemma AS(2) we have that 
centcr( s(w)) c center( ( A ,,+ I p,,.)) n center( ( A ,,.Q I (I,~ b) , 
and by Theorem 5.1(b), if card P 2 3 we have 
cenw ( A WP I P,r > ) = 1 
(and similarly if card Q 2 3). This completes the argument. 
(c) Again by the semi-direct product decomposition. G is torsion free if and 
only if ~~(99, 4) is torsion free. Examining (3.7) 
(3.7) 
and applying Proposition A.6(3) and Lemma AS(3) we deduce G is torsion fret 
if and only if the one-relator groups 
( A WP I P,,. > ’ 
are torsion free. By hypothesis neither relator p, q is a proper power in F, and we 
claim that for each w E W neither of the relators p,,., q,, is a proper power in 
( A ,,+, I-), respectively (A ,r.Q I--> . F or suppose p,,, is a proper power. Then 
p,v = wpw-’ = 2 
where ZE(A,,.,I-), and k>l. But then 
wpw-’ = z:’ 
where z,E(A,s,rl-), and thus 
p = (w-‘qw)~ 
contradicting our hypothesis. Thus the one-relator groups 
are torsion free by Theorem 5.2(c). which completes the proof. 
(d) Since the cohomological dimension of the two-generator free group is one 
we are reduced to showing the cohomological dimension of rr,(%, A) is two. By 
Theorem 5.2(c) we know th?t i% defining relators of the vertex croups are not 
proper powers. Thus by combining the decomposition of the vertex given in (3.7) 
and Theorem 5.1(d) we obtain 
cd%(w)s2. 
In addition since the edge groups are free their cohomological dimension is one. 
and thus by applying Proposition A.6(4) we obtain the desired bound. 0 
Appendix. On the fundamental group of graphs of groups, and Magnus’ 
theorem 
Vie have in the course of proving o*,.r main theorem and deriving the sub- 
sequent applications employed some of the basic machinery of the theory of 
groups acting on graphs. The purpose of this section is twofold. After briefly 
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reviewing some of the primary structure of a graph of groups, we shall demon- 
strate the properties of the fundamental group of a graph of groups which we 
employed in verifying the applications to our main theorem. (The criterion for the 
fundamental group to have solvable word problem is written down in detail.) 
With this done a brief review of Magnus’ original proof is given in order to 
highlight the underlying graph of groups in his argument and the parallels 
between the one-relator and two-relator theories. No attempt to be complete is 
made, and tke reader is referred to the texts of [5,8, lo] for further details. 
We begin thus wjth the concept of a graph of groups assuming only the standard 
notions of basic graph theory. Let rdenote a (path) connected graph with vertex 
and edge sets denoted respectively by 
The initial and terminal vertices of an edge e shall be denoted respectively by 
and the reverse of e is denoted 2. Finally let A denote a maximal subtree of r (see 
[lo] for definition and existence). With the notation in place we now move to the 
concept of a graph of groups. A graph of groups based on r, denoted (9% r), 
consists of the following data: for each vertex u E V(T) we have associated a 
group denoted 
and with each edge e E E(T) we have associated a group 
together with a monomorphism 
denoted 
We require that 
S(e) = %(Z) . 
Associated with any graph of groups (3, r) is the group 
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F(% r) = LI qu) * (E(T) I -> /K 9 
0 
where Ll, S(u) denotes the free product of the vertex groups, and (E(T)/ -) 
denotes the free group based on the set of edges of r, and K is the normal 
subgroup generated by the set 
{ ei?, eaee- ‘a -‘I e E E(r), a E S(e)} . 
Consider now the following special elements of F(92, r). Let c denote a path in 
r given by the edges 
e,,...,e, 
where 
~“@l) =PO 3 So(c,,,) = S,(e,) = Pi . 
By a word of type c in F(%, r) we rtfer to a pair of the form 
cc7 CL) (A.1) 
where 
(A-2) 
The element 
is said to be associated with (c, p). 
We may now give the two (equivalent) definitions for the fundamental group of 
a graph of groups. 
Definition A.l. With the notation as above: 
(1) Let PO be a vertex of r. The fundamental group of (9% r) at P,, is defined to 
be 
m,(%, r, PO) = {i(c, p)l p,(c) = E,(l) = PO} 5 F(%, r> . (A-4) 
(2) Let A denote a maximal subtree of r. The Jurzdamentaf group of (%, r) 
relative to A is defined to be 
T,((%, r, A) = F(% r)l(eleEEdge(A)),,,,t.) ’ (A.3 
i.e. F(YL r) is given as the quotient of the free product 
modulo the relations 
e -I = e (e E WN 7 
e=l (e E E(A)) , 
e -I= ea e a’ (e E E(T), a E 3(e)) . 
A fundamental proposition in the theory is that the natural projection 
induces an isomorphism between 
{Remark: This impiies that the fundamental group is independent of the choice of 
maximal subtree and/or base point.) In light of this remarkable fact we shall refer 
to the fundamental group and use the descriptions intechangeably. 
Before stating the results we required for the proof of our main theorem, let us 
consider a few examples where the fundamental group can be easily described. 
Consider the case of the segment of groups 
P-12 
where 
/ 
‘3(P) 
G(F) = S(e) 
\ 
s(Q) - 
Here the maximal tree is in fact the entire segment itself, and we find 
7r,(%r,.4)=(%(P)*%(Q)*(el-)Iea’a-’=a’,e=l) 
= +V’) *s(c) s( Q> 
is the generalized free product of the group S(P) and g(Q) with S(e) amslga- 
mated. In the case of a loop of groups 
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where 
C(Z) = S(e)=3 S(P) , 
the maxima1 tree consists only of the point, and here we obtain an HNN extension 
of the vertex group ‘37(P) with stable Ititter e: 
nl($& r, A) = (S(P), elrelators(%(P)), ea”a-’ = 2) . 
Another case of interest concerns the case of r being a tree (here of course 
A = r). Notice that here 
“,(% r) = lim(%, r) . 
In addition remark that if r is obtained by adjoining a vertex P and a geometric 
edge {e, Z} to a tree T’ (i.e. P is a terminal vertex of r), then 
(We shall use this 
always exists.) 
A property of 
remark in the case r is a finite tree. where a terminal vertex 
the fundamental group that follows immediately from the 
definition is that the following diagram commutes: 
/ 
I-, rl P. K 4 
+w I ‘conjugate \ by e’ 
%4(e))-+ T,(% K 4 
(A.@ 
where the map %(3,(e)) + 7riT1 (%, r, A) is the composition of the map of %(6,(e)) 
to F(%, r) and the projection of F(S, r) to rr,(%, r, A). Notice that in the case e 
is contained in the maximal subtree we obtain 
In order to further analyze the fundamental group we shall require the concept of 
a reduced word. Recall that given a path c in r based at P,, of the form 
e,,....e,, 
where 
sO(e,+l)=sl(ei)=Pi 7 
a word or type c is a pair (c, CL), where 
and the word associated with (c, p) in F(%, r) is 
We shall term a word of type (c, CL) reduced if the following conditions hold: 
(1) if tr = 0, then rn f 1, 
(2) if n 2 1, then rig%(ei)” for each i such that ei+, =q, 
where in general %(e)e denotes the image of 3(e) in the vertex group %(6,(e)) 
under the mapping 
a-ac. 
A fundamental theorem in the theory of graphs of groups can now be stated. 
Theorem A.2 (Bass; Serre [lo]). Zf (c, p) is a reduced word, then the associated 
word l(c, p)J is nontrivial. Cl 
Suppose now that we are given two reduced words of type c, 
where 
and 
/_L’ = (t-b,. . . 7 ri> tr: E +%‘i)) * 
We shall term the reduced words equivalent if there exists 
(a,,.. - 9 a,, 1 (ai E s(ei 1) 
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such that 
T r; = Y”Q,’ , 
afir: = rpz, (lli%-1). 
a>r:, = rn . 
Corollary A.3. Let g be a nontrivial element in the group rr,(%, P, PC,). There 
exists a closed path c at PO, and a reduced word (c, ,u) of type c such that 
g = Ik p)I * 
Moreover, (c, p) is unique up to the equivalence defined above. Cl 
We shall term an element g in the fundamental group expressed in reduced 
form if it is expressed in the form g = ](c, CL)] where (c. CL) is a reduced word. It is 
immediate that were c to be the empty path the element g = [(c. CL)] is reduced iff 
gO is nontrivial and we thus obtain the following: 
Corollary A.4. The natural homomorphism 
W+ WY 0 
is injective. Cl 
It should be noted that the standard canonical forms for elements in generalized 
above free products and HNN extensions are special cases of the image of the 
general canonical forms under the mappings F( %, r) + T, (9% r, A). 
Recall now some basic properties of generalized free products (see 
proofs of (l), (2), and (3) and [2] for (4)). 
Lemma AS. Let G = A*,B. 
[S] for 
(1) If we can decide the generalized word problem for C in A and C in B (i.e. 
we can decide if an element in A is in C and if it is express it as a word in a given 
generating set of C etc.), then we may decide the generalized word problem for A in 
G and B in G. 
(2) center(G) G center(A) rl center(B) fl center(C). 
(3) A and B are torsion free if and only if G is. 
(4) The following inequality on cohomological dimension hoids: 
cd(G) I max(cd(A), cd(B), cd(C) + 1). 0 
We shall now restrict our attention to the case of a tree of groups, and derive 
some properties of their fundamental groups. 
Proposition A.6 Let r be n tree and (9% r) a tree of groups. 
( 1) Stippose 1ve car1 decide the foilo~ving problem: 
(i) The bvord problem for %(P,,). 
(ii) The generaked ,vord problem for s(e) in s(u) for my verte_r v mm’ 
my edge e temirzating in v. 
(iii) Whether or not nvo edges are identical or plot. 
Then rhe lvord problem for the fmdmentaai group m, (3, r, P,,) is solvable. 
(2) Suppose either every vertex group or every edge gron;l has trivial center, 
then the fundamental group has a trivial cetrter. 
(3) The vertex groups are torsiorr free g and only if the fmdmtemzd grolrp is 
torsion free. 
(4) Letting cd denote cohomological dinmsiotl, t!le follorvirzg inequality holds: 
cdr,(% 16: A) 5 maxjcd s(v), cd%(e) + I> 
bvhere v ranges over the vertices of r. and e mnges over the edges of r. 
Proof. (1) Recall from Corollary A.3 that an element in the fundamental group 
IV E 7~,( 92, I’, PC,) is nontrivial if and only if 
where (c, p) is a reduced word of ‘jpe c. Now by definition w must take the form 
w = roe,r,e, ’ - - e,,r,, . 
thuc the solution of the word problem is reduced to deciding whether or not 
(CT PI = ((el.. . . , e,z), (To,. . . . r,,)) (A. 10) 
is reduced and if 9 is not we must obtain from (A.8) a reduced word p’ of type c’ 
for W. Had the element w been trivial in the first place, our process for reducing 
(A.10) will terminate in the identity. 
Suppose u = 0. Then 
w = r,, E %(P,,) . 
Since by hypothesis (i) we can solve the word problem ir: 9( P,,), we can decide if 
(c, CL) is reduced or net, and in this case clearly w is nonrrivial if and only if (c, p) 
is reduced. 
Now suppose n > 0. By hypothesis (iii) we .zan decide given two edges in r, y,, 
y, whether or not 
and thus we may decide if the edges e, and b,,l arc distinct. Were 
foreachi=l..... 11. then by definition (c, 1~) is reduced and w is nontrivial. Thus 
we may assume 
e, =G 
for some i, and we choose the minimal such i. Hypothesis (ii) ensures that we 
may decide whether 
is contained in 
Recalling the definition of the reduced word we need only consider the CLW 
where ri is contained in %(ei)Ct. Notice now that in r,(% r, A) 
eiriei+ I = e,r,& = r:t , 
and again by hypothesis (ii) we may obtain r: in terms of some set of srr,~r?tr, .C 
for %(ei)‘). Since the natural map 
is an isomorphism we have that 
w = roeOr, - - - ei_lri_,eirierri+,ei+, - * * C,r,, 
= r,,e,,r, = - .ei_,ri_,r~ri+,e,+,-.-e,,r,, . 
Letting 
and 
/L’ = (r(,, Y,, . . . , ri_,T:;ri+,, . . ., Y,,) 
we now have 
w = Kc’, $)I - 
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If (c’, r_l’) is reduced w is nontrivial. Otherwise, noting that C’ is a path of length 
n - 1, inductively, v:e may continue in this manner and when the process 
terminates we will have demonstrated that w is a reduced word or that w is the 
identity. 
(2) Suppose 
is a nontrivial element in the center of the fundamental group expressed in 
reduced form. Consider the subtree 0 of r spanned by the edges 
{e,,...,e,>. 
By definition w E 7rTT1( % 4 R, 0) and w is in the center of ~~(99 JR, a)% 
w,(%, r). Thus we are reduced to the case of a finite tree. Supposing now that r 
is finite let P be some terminal vertex or‘ r, and let I-’ = r - P. From (A.7 j we 
have that 
Now by Lemma A.5 we have that 
center(n,(%, r)) C center(7r,(%, r’)) n center s(P) n center 9(e) 
and thus if either all vertex groups or all edge groups have trivial center, so does 
the entire fundamental group, 
(3) Suppose the vertex groups are torsion free. Let w be a nontrivial element 
in the fundamental group expressed in reduced form 
and consider as above the subtree 0 of r spanned by the edges {e,, . . . , e,}. 
Notice that 
wn E q(S k a, 0)) 
and thus we have again restricted our problem to the case of a finite tree. As 
above let P he a terminal vertex of r, and r’ = r- P. Once again 
By induction on the cardinality of E(T) we have that 
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is torsion free, and by hypothesis S(P) is torsion free. Applying Lemma A.5 we 
deduce 7r1( %, r) is torsion free. 
Conversely if the fundamental group is torsion free, recalling that 
is manic, we note that the image of S(V) is contained in 
Thus every vertex group embeds in the fundamental group, and hence is torsion 
free. 
(4) To derive the bound on the cohomological dimension would require a large 
amount of structure not otherwise considered in this paper (e.g. spectral se- 
quences). The proof is quite standard and the reader is referred to [2,3] for 
details. i7 
Departing now from the technical nature of graphs of grouLJd I should like to 
conclude with a brief discussion on one-relator groups. In order to highlight the 
similarities between the one- and two-relator theory (and to avoid generating 
another mass of notation) let us consider the following examp!e. Letting 
H= (b,s~sb3s-2b’sb-L), (AX) 
we shall demonstrate that 
(+)+H (A. 12) 
is manic via the Magnus method. Letting u = sb-s ’ -‘b%b ’ we consider the groups 
E= (s,+), &=bL ~~=(bru)~, 
and 
NH = NEIUE = (bH),, . 
From the presentation (A.ll) we deduce that 
E/N, = H/N, = (s I-} . 
Choosing the Schreier coset representative system (see Section 2) 
{si 1 i E E} 
for E/N, we obtain free generators for NE and a presentation for NH. Applying 
the Reidcrmeister-Schreier method we find that NE is freely generated by 
a(&) = s’b(s’b)-’ = dbs- , 
and since 
N, is given by the presentation 
NH = (s’bs-’ (iEZ)Is’us-‘(iEZ)) . 
(Notice that up to this point the one- and two-relator theory are essentially the 
same.) Now recalling that u = sb.‘s-‘b-‘, we have, letting bi = sibs-‘, 
N,, = (b, (iEZ)/b;‘+,b;?_,b-‘(iEZ)) . 
Now define for rach i E Z the group 
and 
X(i, i + 1) = (b;, bi+, I-) . 
Notice that the natural mappings 
/ 
x(i) 
X(i, i + 1) = ( bi+l I -) 
\ X(i + 1) 
are momc (in this example one checks this by inspection, more generally X(i) is a 
one relator with a smaller defining relator which is reduced and cyclically reduced, 
and the observation is made by induction on relator length). 
Letting @ denote the line 
-1 0 1 . . . I I . . . 
we thus obtain a graph of groups (Z, @). By examining the presentations it can 
be shown that 
?T,(2r, @) = N,, . (A. 13) 
in his original proof Magnus shows N,, as the ascending union of 
which is fact the fundamental group (A.13). The proof is completed by noting 
that the map in (A.12) is the composition of (for example) the monomorphism 
and the monomorphism 
It should be noted that in general a one-relator group modulo all but one of its 
generators will not be infinite cyclic. When that situation arises an embedding of 
the original one relator into a new one relator where the quotient in question is 
infinite cyclic is constructed [5,8] and the subgroups of the new one-relator group 
are analyzed in the manner above. 
The analogies between the one- and two-relator theory can now be easily seen 
by considering an example of a twn-relator group. Consider thi :?roup 
G = (u, s, tl tu”~-‘a-kz-‘u4, stu(sr)-‘a”) 
(this group is one of the simplest examples of a two-relator group where the 
relators are independent relative to {s, t} and GIN, = (s, [I-)). Following the 
general method we consider 
F= (sJ,+), 
N = (a, tu3t-‘a-‘tat-‘2, stu(st)-‘a”) F , 
u = ( fu3f-‘u-‘tut-‘u4, m(st)-‘a’),, 
and 
N,=NIU=(u&. 
A presentation for N, is then derived: letting u,,. = wuw~- ‘, 
NC, = (u,,. (w E W) 1 &~,;‘a ,,,, a;., a,,.,,& . 
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By definition R = P U Q, and here P = {r, l}, Q = (st. l}. From this we are lead 
to defining the tree of groups (5% A) (see Section 3), where for w E W we have 
S(W) = (a,, a..,, a,,, 1 a~,,a,2aw,,af,, a..,,~%) , 
and for WE W, rEZ?-{l}, 
WW wr) = @wRnwrRl -> = (A,,, t -> . 
Notice that (R - {l} ) = ( {s, st} ) = FIN and thus here 
A z Cayley graph of (st, I I-) . 
It has been shown that 
I 
( = nsr,(% 4 , 
and in this case we can clearly see the picture of the decomposition of NC and the 
analogies between the one-relator case and the two-relator case are now self 
evident. 
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